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Health-Risk-Model Idolization Is Unscientific

Bobby R. Scott1

Health-risk-model idolization is a characteristic of some low-
dose-radiation researchers; mainly some epidemiologists and
other scientists involved in cancer risk assessment. Model
idolization relates to, for example, obtuse (ie, imperceptive)
and continual employment by epidemiologists of the liner-no-
threshold (LNT) model when assessing cancer risk (if any) for
very small radiation doses (eg, < .01 Gy). Liner-no-threshold
for cancer is inconsistent with fundamental radiobiological
mechanisms (eg, protective adaptive responses) at the mo-
lecular, cellular, tissue, and systemic levels.1 The obtuse
employment of LNT by epidemiologists (perhaps motivated
by profiting from multiple well-funded epidemiologic studies)
has provoked radiation phobia, which led to adverse health
outcomes related to the emergency response to the 2011
Fukushima radiological incident. More than 1000 relocation-
stress-related deaths2,3 occurred because of the chosen
radiological-emergency response; based on the false belief by
many that any amount of radiation no matter how small is
harmful (ie, carcinogenic). Without LNT idolization, the in-
dicated lives lost and other suffering due to the radiological-
emergency response would likely not have occurred.
Emergency-response actions would likely have been far less
stressful, especially if based on a scientifically-credible
threshold radiation dose (or doses for multiple organs) for
harm to our health.

Model idolization sometimes also happens among radiation-
hormesis researchers. Hormesis (a generalized phenomenon
rather than a specific biological mechanism) relates to low-dose
stimulation (eg, protective) and high-dose inhibition (eg,
harmful), irrespective of the biological or health endpoint
considered.4 Hormetic outcomes of radiation exposure mech-
anistically relate to the chemico-biological interactions in the
body and their adaptive-response consequences.1 Some
hormesis proponents unintentionally promote the mistaken
belief that beneficial health effects (eg, cancer prevention) occur
for everyone when exposed to a low radiation dose, no matter
how small; a consequence of hormesis idolization. As there are
likely individual- and endpoint-specific radiation dose thresh-
olds (possibly stochastic with restricted range)5 for hormetic
benefits, hormesis idolization is also unscientific even though

stochastic thresholds allow for health benefits from natural
background radiation for some (but not all). Because both LNT
and hormesis idolizations are unscientific, radiation researchers
(especially health risk assessors) should strive to be more
scientifically credible in describing expected health conse-
quences (including possible health benefits) of low radiation
doses to humans. Doing so, in my opinion, would help bring
about worldwide acceptance for low-dose-radiation therapy
(alone or in combination with one or more other therapeutics)
for a variety of diseases including some cancers6 and possibly
also Alzheimer’s and some other neurodegenerative diseases.7
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